


we told them, put representations into council against the development. UTAS
blatantly lied in their submission to council and kept blatantly lying in the
following media coverage to try and save face. This is a massive abuse of the
University and it's council to think they can lie to our government and the people
of Tasmania for their own gain. 
This "consultation" lie is still being pushed heavily by the University. Even in a
Mercury article 19th August where Phil Leerson, UTAS states: 
"The decision to move was made and announced more than three years ago, in
April 2019. It was a decision carefully made by the University Council
following a period of extensive consultation with staff, students, and community
stakeholders." This just did not happen.
Once again as one of the closest neighbours to the University's City site we have
never been consulted, on ANYTHING, not as a property owner, not as a
business owner and not as a resident of Hobart, and neither has 90% of our
neighbours. 
We were TOLD they were moving, not consulted. Even the student union
(NTEU) did a survey of staff and students on 22 March 2019 to gauge support
for the University move to the Hobart CBD and the majority did not want the
Uni to move entirely to the city. The University council ignored this survey. 
These examples shows the arrogance and contempt the University Executive has
towards the people of Hobart and Tasmania, abusing their role and obligations as
a University Council and misusing their powers to mislead and persude local and
State government. 
In regards to University of Tasmania charity status. They formed a new
company UTAS Properties P/L for their property acquisitions and portfolio to
keep it separate from their education obligations. This company also has charity
status whereby they are exempt from paying taxes such as Land Tax, Rates,
Stamp Duty, Payroll Tax, Fringe Benefits, gst concessions etc etc. I believe this
is a blatant misuse of the University's powers as an Education Institution to
claim charity status on their massive student accomodation and commercial
property portfolio, which is an accomodation business and is no more
educational, than me renting my house to students. This false tax avoidance of
not paying Local and State taxes, that help support Tasmania as a whole, will
have to be paid by the local community and residents to cover what the
University avoids eg: Council Rates when their SECRET council deal, comes to
an end.
Considering in the last year the University of Tasmania has taken $556 million
in Federal government funding alone, (66.7% of their income), and avoided
many other state taxes, like Land Tax, I feel it is time they paid their fair share,
for their non educational pursuits.
For more information the ACNC (The Australian Charities and Not-for-profit
commission - find links at the end of this email) provides lots of data, that this
legislative council inquiry, may find interesting, especially when it appears, the
employees are all earning an extra $100,000 PLUS each, just by forming a new
company.
Further more to this fiscal accountability, as per the Auditor Generals report, the



University sold the rental income for the next 30 years of 10 of their
accomodation buildings, to an overseas venture capital consortium called "Spark
Living", for $130 million. As the University owns the land this mainly overseas
consortium is exempt from local, State and other taxes due to the University's
questionable charity status and the income isn't even staying in Tasmania. I feel
the University of Tasmania and it's council has an obligation to Tasmania to act
in the best interest of the State and I feel this deal, which they have tried to hide,
is against the expectations and transparency that we should expect from our
University.
I also note they have "poached" some tenants for the Universities empty
buildings in the Hobart CBD away from taxpaying property owners. I am sure
many businesses would love to rent a building and pay no local or state taxes. It
is an unfair advantage the University is using to line their own pockets at the
expense of ordinary taxpaying Tasmanians.
The University and their council fail miserably in their promotion of academic
freedom by continuing to silence objectors. I have friends who work at the
University who are too scared to speak out for the repercussions they may face.
The threat of loosing their jobs and seeing their peers with gag orders and
whistleblowers being dragged through courts ensures their freedom of speech is
removed. It is well documented the low morale of staff and students as the
University pushes their agendas against the wishes of the broader University
community. They have lost touch with the many important basics of a
University.  UTas is now a campus that does not promote socialisation, freedom
of speech, unity and above all excellence in Education. The latter has continued
to fall below standard as the University and it's council spends more time
focusing on money making quests rather than the inconvenience of giving a
good education. What a lonely future for the upcoming students with everything
online, no social interaction with other students or teachers.
I also believe the University and it's council should be held accountable for the
failure to maintain their current campus buildings. To claim these buildings,
(many of Mid Century Modern, heritage significance), need to be pulled down
due to their condition is an indicement on the University council's management
of the campus buildings and disregard for fiscal policy for keeping a viable
university habitable. If they neglect the current buildings to the point they claim
will be uninhabitable, then how can we trust they will maintain their new
properties all around the State. 

Finally as the head of the University move to the Hobart CBD Phil Leeson said
in the Mercury Newspaper re the new "consultation" process to gauge
community and business support for the move to the Hobart CBD

"Is the move itself up for discussion?

The short answer is no."

 So obviously the University council has no intention of working with the
Tasmanian people and the consultation panel, and is only doing this, to tick a






